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Abstract—The basic direct torque control (DTC) scheme may 
cause big ripples in torque, flux and current because of the small 
number of applicable voltage vectors. And the variation of the 
stator resistance has great influence on torque and stator flux 
estimation especially when the PMSM(permanent magnet 
synchronous motor) run in a low speed. Several methods are 
proposed to solve the problems above in this paper. First a SVM-
DTC (DTC using SVPWM) method is used which decreases the 
torque and flux ripple considerably. Second a fuzzy stator 
resistance compensator is introduced to overcome the mismatch 
between the stator resistance in control algorithm and the actual 
stator resistance. 

Keywords- direct torque control ; PMSM; torque; flux- linkage; 
Fuzzy-Logic 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Permanent magnet synchronous motors (PMSM) are 
widely used in industrial and robotic applications due to its 
remarkable features of simple structure, reliable performance, 
high torque/weight ration and low-consumption [1].Today, the 
most commonly used methods for controlling PMSM are Field 
Oriented Control (FOC) and Direct Torque Control 
(DTC).Both methods have high dynamic performance in 
controlling PMSM. DTC method was first introduced for 
induction machines (IM) in 1980's [2-3], and then applied in 
PMSM recently [4]. DTC is attractive because of its simplicity, 
rapid response and high performance. In the DTC scheme, we 
keep the stator flux a constant value and then change the angle 
between the stator flux and the rotor flux so the torque can be 
changed at the same time. But there exist big ripples in torque, 
flux and current which have significant influence on the 
performance of controlling in the basic DTC scheme [5-6].To 
decrease the ripple Space Vector Pulse Width Modulation 
(SVPWM) method is introduced. Using this method, voltage 
space vectors applied to the inverter and their duration are 
calculated according to the error flux linkage vector, so that 
the error can be fully compensated. Besides the stator 
resistance changes with temperature variations and stator flux 

estimation depends on the stator resistance .when the machine 
operate in a low speed great error will be exist between actual 
stator flux and the estimated stator flux. In order to overcome 
the drawbacks this paper presents an application of a 
PI_FUZZY compensation method for the stator resistance 
variation based on errors between measured torque and the 
estimated torque. Compared with the basic DTC the Fuzzy-
Logical-Based SVM-DTC reduce the ripples in torque and 
stator flux greatly, and make great improvement in dynamic 
performance of the control system. 

II. MODELING OF PMSM 

The PMSM equations in rotor reference frame (d-q) are 
given as： 
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                                        （2）

The equation of stator flux is  

fsdsdsd iL                                                            （3） 

sq sq sqL i                                                                     （4） 

The equation of electromagnetic torque is ： 

1.5 ( )e sd sq sq sdT p i i                                  （5）

( / )e LT T J P d dt                                               （6） 

Where sdu , squ , sdi  , sqi , sd  , sq  are d-q voltages, 

current and stator flux respectively. R  is the stator 
resistance; sdL , sqL  are d-q axes inductions; f  is the flux 

linkage of the rotor. P  is the polar pair. eT  is electromagnetic 
torque, LT  is load moment, J  is moment of inertial.  is the 
rotate speed. 
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III. BASIC DTC CONTROL 

The stator flux linkage vector s and rotor flux linkage 
vector f can be drawn in the rotor flux linkage e(d-q) and 

stator flux linkage(X-Y ) reference frames as in Fig. 1[7].δ is 
the angle between the stator and rotor flux linkage, In the 
steady state, δ is constant corresponding to a load torque and 
both stator and rotor flux linkage rotate at the synchronous 
speed. In transient operation, δ varies and the stator and rotor 
flux linkage rotate at different speeds. Since the electrical 
time-constant is normally much smaller than the mechanical 
time-constant, the rotating speed of stator flux linkage with 
respect to the rotor flux linkage can be easily changed. 

 
Figure 1. The Reference Frames Used in DTC 

The electromagnetic torque equation can be expressed in 
XY reference frame in terms of the stator flux linkage and its 
angle with respect to rotor flux linkage as follows: 
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For surface PMSM, qd LL  , (7) becomes:                     
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From (10) we can know that the electromagnetic torque 
can be easily changed by changing the angle δ if we can keep 
the stator flux a constant value. The structure of the basic DTC  
is shown in Fig. 2.Stator flux linkage vector and torque are 
estimated and These estimated values are compared to 
reference values and the errors are applied to the hysteresis 
controllers. According to the hysteresis outputs, the estimated 
angle of flux linkage and a switching table, suitable voltage 
vectors are selected and applied to the inverter.  

The estimation of torque and stator flux is derived from the 
following equations: 
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Figure 2. Diagram of Basic DTC 

IV. IMPROVEMENT OF DTC 

A. Main Defect Of DTC 

1) In the basic DTC scheme, torque and flux are 
estimated and then regulated using two hysteresis controllers. 
The appropriate switching state for inverter is chosen 
according hysteresis outputs and a switching table.But it can 
not produce a perfect stator voltage to compensate the 
variation of the stator flux.So there exist big ripples in the 
stator flux and torque. 

2) The stator resistance changes with temperature 
variations and stator flux estimation depends on the stator 
resistance .When the machine operate in a low speed great 
error will be exist between actual stator flux and the estimated 
stator flux. 

B. SVM-DTC to Reduce Ripple in Torque and Flux Linkage 

The application of DTC in PMSM needs to keep the 
amplitude of the stator flux a constant value. When the 
amplitude of the stator flux changed we can produce a perfect 
voltage to compensate the variation through the SVPWM 
method [8-10]. 

Stator flux model: 

s
s

s Ri
dt

du 


                                                   （14） 

discrete form: 
SskskskSs TRiTu    1*                                  （15） 

From (15）we can get the voltage that can compensate the 
variation of the stator flux completely. So we can produce the 
voltage by SVPWM in this way for example shown in   Fig.3: 

 
Figure 3.   Voltage space vectors 
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* 1 1 1 2 2* *s S sk sk sk Su T Ri T u T u T              （16）          

Where Ts is Sampling time 1T , 2T  is duration of voltage 
vector 1u , 2u respectively su is the output voltage 
vector. sk , 1sk   is the stator flux in second k and 1k  . 

In the SVM-DTC method we use a PI controller and a 
reference flux vector calculator instead of hysteresis controller 
and the switching table [11]. First, the estimated torque is 
compared with the reference torque, which produces torque 
error. Reference flux vector is calculated with the torque error 
and reference flux. According to the error and the PMSM 
equations the voltage space vectors and their durations are 
selected and calculated so the stator flux error is fully 
compensated . 

C. PI_FUZZY Estimator for Stator Resistance 

Stator resistance will change when the temperature varies. 
In the DTC method, the estimated stator flux is used to 
calculate the stator flux and torque of PMSM .So when the 
stator resistance changes the estimated stator flux and the 
torque in the controller may be significantly different from the 
actual stator flux and torque of PMSM and thereby deteriorate 
the overall performance of the DTC system. So it is important 
to estimate the stator resistance during operation. We know 
that variation of the stator resistance will cause an error 
between the estimated torque and the actual torque. So we can 
predict the stator resistance via the difference between 
estimated torque and actual torque. In this paper we introduce 
a fuzzy logic based PI controller to predict the variation of the 
stator resistance. Fuzzy logic controller is a rule based 
controller where a set of rules are used to correct the effect of 
certain variation coming from the control system. In fuzzy 
logic, the error ( e ) and error change rate ( ec ) of the system 
output are two main input variables used in the Fuzzy system. 
Its control rule is basically composed by many IF-THEN 
statements shown as following: 

If e  is iA  and ec  is jB then u is iju  

Where, i and j  are the number indexes of control rules, 
u is the output of fuzzy controller. The structure of the 
controller is shown in Fig. 4 and structure of Fuzzy-Logical-
Based SVM-DTC is shown in Fig. 5. 

 
Figure 4. Fuzzy Logic Based Stator Resistance Estimator 

 
Figure 5. Diagram of Fuzzy-Logic-Based SVM-DTC 

V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

To examine the performance of the proposed fuzzy- logic-
based SVM-DTC, two Matlab/Simulink models were 
compared. Parameters of the PMSM used in the paper are as 
follows: 

d-axis inductance      3.03 mHdL   

q-axis inductance      3.03 mHqL   

Stator resistance        0.86 ohmR   

Rotor flux linkage      0.0589 Wbf   

Inertia constant           0.00106 NmsJ   

Number of pole pairs  8P   

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the stator flux linkage of PMSM 
with basic DTC and Fuzzy-Logic-based SVM-DTC 
respectively. We can see great ripple exist in basic DTC and 
the proposed method in this paper reduce the ripple a lot. Fig.7 
and Fig. 8 show the dynamic torque response of PMSM with 
basic DTC and Fuzzy-Logic-based SVM-DTC, from which 
we can see Fig.8 shows a more excellent system in dynamic 
performance. Also great ripple decreased in torque. 

 
Figure 6. Stator flux linkage of Basic DTC 
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Figure 7. Stator flux linkage of Fuzzy-Logic-Based SVM-DTC 

 
Figure8. Torque of Basic DTC 

Fig. 10 shows when the stator resistance changed to 1.5 
times its actual value at 0.035 second, the system without 
fuzzy controller becomes unsteady .In the paper we estimate 
the stator resistance through a fuzzy controller. Fig. 9 shows 
there has little influence on the system which use a fuzzy 
controller to estimate the stator resistance when the stator 
resistance changed at 0.035 second. 

 
Figure 9. Torque of Fuzzy-Logic-Based SVM-DTC 

 
Figure 10. Simulation of Basic DTC when stator resistance changed 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a fuzzy logic based estimator for stator 
resistance is designed to predict the variation of the stator 
resistance. And in order to decrease the cripple in stator flux 
linkage and torque we use a SVM-DTC instead of the basic 
DTC. The simulation results show that the proposed method 
can estimate stator resistance and keep the estimated flux and 
torque with the reference value even in dynamic mode. This 
estimator is particularly effective at a low speed when the 
variation of resistance can not be neglected. 
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